
What has happened so far?

The Russian leader's initial aim was to overrun Ukraine 

and depose its government, ending for good it's desire to join the 
Western defensive alliance NATO. After a month a of failures, he 

abandoned his bid to catch the capital Kyiv and turned his ambition 
to Ukraine's East and West. Russian's leader(Vladmir Putin)has 
refused to call it a war.

5.3 million refugees have fled from Ukraine. A total of £400 million had 
been raised for Ukraine. Lots of people have died during this conflict. After 
failing to capture Kyiv , Putin is now targeting the south/east of Ukraine 
and hopes to capture it . The war is going to carry on because Zelenskyy 
has no intentions on giving in his land . He will fight for his country to 
keep them safe.

What will happen after the Ukraine Russia war?

Might it be possible that this war could spill outside of the 
Ukraine boarders? President Putin could seek to regain more parts 

of Russia's former empire by sending troops into ex-soviet 
republics like Moldova and Georgia, that are not part of Nato. Or 
there could just be miscalculation and escalation. Mr. Putin could 

declare western arms supplies to Ukrainian forces are an act of 
aggression that warrant relation. He could threaten to send troops 

into the Baltic states - which are members of Nato- such as 
Lithuania, to establish a land corridor with the Russian coastal 
exclave of Kaliningrad.

What can we do to help Ukrainian refugees?

In the Uk we can look after Ukrainian children and their families 
in our homes. You can send clothes and anything else that could 
help Ukrainian families and send them off to charities.

Why are Russia invading Ukraine?



Celebrities

This times celebrities is Dwayne 

the rock Johnson who is a 
former wrestler and has won 
many different competitions .He 

has a net worth of ten point five 
billion dollars he has acted in 

many movies including tooth 
fairy and many others.

He was born in 1972 in hayward 
California Dwayne is very 

influential because of his fame.

The rock has played one of the 
main roles from moana where 

he sings the song your welcome 
but his young daughter who 
does not believe that he sung it .

Have you ever thought about 

what you would do if you were 
rich well Johnson does not 
have to imagine he has 

multiple homes and as I said 
before he has a net worth of 10 

.5 billion no not million billion 
that is so much money join us 
next time when we will talk 

about J.K Rowling.

Dwayne plans in the future 
to do more acting and grow 
his family and career but 
says family means so much 
to me .

By Freya



Gaming
Future Games

Every year , technology is advancing and so is 

video games. Games we know and love are 

Minecraft , FIFA , Mario Cart and lots more. Today 

technologies such as VR, 3D and gaming continue 

to transform the future of gaming. 

CONSOLES

There are different consoles to play your 

video games on , including: X-BOX , PS , Wii 

and Nintendo. At the moment , the two most 

used consoles are PS5 , PS4 and X-BOX one 

.They all have positives and negatives about them. 

VR (virtual reality) is also getting very popular.

Minecraft
Minecraft is a creative game where you can play with friends 

and family and more. All you have to do is create a world and 

think of anything to make including: a house, a tower and even 

a farm considering you can spawn animals and spooky 

monsters. Could this game be your kind of thing? Age 

recommendation: 5-12.

Roblox
Roblox isn't a game where you only do one thing. You can pick 

the first game that you think you might like. Also, you can play 

with a friend while not even playing in the same house! There 

are roleplay games, obstacle games and even hide and seek. 

Is this your game? Age recommendation: 4-16.

By Olly and
Will



Maths

•

7+3= 🍌+ 🥭= 18 
9+2= 🥭-2=2

6+6= What is the value 

2+14= mango and banana?

15-7= 🥭 =
20-8= 🍌 =

Ks2 i

🍎= 🍐 +127

🍐 divide by 7 = 9

What is the value of apple and 
pear

🍐 =

🍎 =

Answers
10 11 12 16 8 12
Apple= 190
Pear= 63
Ban ana=14
Mango= 4
Pizza=7 
Kiwi= 2
🥝+🍕=9

🍕-5=2

What is the value of the kiwi and the pizza?

🍕=

🥝=

Answer addition and subtraction while doing some 

fun algebra!



P

DINOSAURS!!!!
Grrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

Dinosaurs were approximately alive for 165 million years. There were millions of 
types of dinosaurs! The smallest type of dinosaur was the size of a chicken! 
Argentinian paleontologists have discovered an apex predator dinosaur that was 
huge. It measures 35 meters long from tail to head! Argentinian 
paleontologists have also discovered that a reptile called the Mictodogotale
which was a dinosaur who was never discovered for 30 years. it was one of the 
fastest velociraptor on earth at that period. Did you know that dinosaur fossils 
have been found in all seven continents!
. Dinosaurs were around for millions of years

. There were more than 700 species

. The word dinosaur came from an English paleontologist.

. One of the biggest dinosaurs was the Argentinosaurus

On Feb 10 2022 in Alberta, Canada scientists announced a 
newly identified dinosaur known by its Latin name than at other sites. 
Degrootorum the dinosaur is roughly a 79 million year old fossil and makes the 
new species 2.5 million years older than its closest relative.



Endangered Animals: Tigers 
and Polar bears.

Facts about Tigers :
Tigers are the largest cat species on earth reaching up to 3.3 meters in length, 
they also weigh 670 pounds.

Tigers live up around 23 years and have reddish/orange fur.

Tigers are endangered 8,000 of them are in captivity and 5,000 live in the wild.

You can adopt a Tiger now and help save them!

They mainly live in Asia and every year they are declining.

HELP THE TIGERS!

By Will

Polar bears:
There are around 30,000 polar bears left in the wild and by 2050 it is 
predicted that they will be extinct along with many other species.
Polar bears eat almost anything but mainly eat fish and seals.
Although they are cute animals, they deadly mammals with big 
canines that are good for chewing the blubber of seals.



Book Club

Wonder
This is the blurb of the book wonder:
My name is August,
I won't describe what I look like,
Whatever you're thinking,
It's probably worse,

The Boy At The Back Of The Class

This is the blurb of the Boy At The Back Of The Class; There 
used to be an empty chair at the back of my class,
But now a new boy called Ahmet is sitting in it.
He's nine years old (just like me), but he's very strange. He 
never talks and never smiles and doesn't even like lemon 
sherbets, which are my favourite.
But then I learned the truth: Ahmet isn't strange at all. He's a 
Refugee who's run away from a war. A real one.
With bombs and bullies that hurt people.
The more I find out about him,
The more I want to help.
That’s where my best friends Josie,
Michael and Tom come in. Because
Together we've come up with a plan.

Marmalade The Orange Panda
One morning, deep in the forest
a beautiful baby panda was born.
The panda was different to all the others
as he had dazzling orange fur.
"I will call you Marmalade!" His mummy whispered.
Meet Marmalade, the little panda who goes on a big 
adventure to find out where he belongs.
Do any of these books interest you?



Movie reviews

This time we have chosen to do 

a movie called Tuning Red 
.about a girl who turns into a red 
panda .This movie is good 

family movie night movie it is 
also good for sleep overs 

.Everything about this movie is 
amazing mostly because of a 
representation of diversity like 2 

girls in the movie that have 
diabetes and that the main 

character Mei-lin goes to an 
indidunus Canadian school and 
lives in a temple that honors her 

ancestors.

Now I will talk about a classic 

chitty chitty bang bang. It is just 
always amazing no matter your 
age. It is about 2 kids and their 

dad who magically end up in a 
country that hates children .so 

over all I give it a 4 out of 5 
stars.

By Freya G

The app we will be focusing 

on BBC I player because you 
can find so may 
useful documentories and tv 

shows and most importantly 
movies. I love this app and I 

hope you like it to .
By Freya



TRAVEL
Now our person we our 

focusing on is Oprah Winfery
who grew up in America with her 
grandmother.

Oprah Winferyhas millions to 

spend on travelling thanks to 
her talk show she enjoys going 
on cruses along the coast of 

America and even gone on a 
month-long cruise and she loves 

beaches so much that if you see 
her half the time it will be at the 
beach.

Oprah has made a trip to 

Australia where she held a 
koala at Australia zoo and 
viseted the Ayres rock wihch is 

a massive red rock in the out 
back

Ms Winfrey has been to the 

Tajmahal in India where she 
enjoyed the veiws and scenery 
about the beautiful site.

Oprah say that no matter where 

you are on your journey that’s 
exactly where you need to be 
and that saying will follow me for 
the rest of my life .

By Freya Gould



Toys 🧸
KS1

For KS1, a very good toy is 
LEGO. You can get it in many sets 
including Harry Potter, Lego 
friends and Star Wars. Another 
popular KS1 toy is 
Squishmallows. They come in 
many shapes and sizes 
and in different colours and 
animals. Archery sets for fun and 
practice towards hand and eye 
coordination.

-

KS2

Oonies are squeeze ball 
creator. They are reusable 
squeeze balls maker for 
boys and girls .Mix, fill and 
squeeze, reusable stress 
ball play set with 
accessories

Another amazing toy is 
magic marker. You fill up 
the pens with water and 
they magically make a 
rainbow on a special cloth.

Fidget toys are also a very 
popular toy at the 
moment. Fidget toys are 
things that you can fidget 
with. Pop it's are 
a well known fidget toy. 
They are colourful l pieces 
of silicone that you can pop 
and then flip. On the 10th 
of )may, the kitchen set up 
a fun activity. If you had a 
hot school dinner, 
you could check if you had 
a sticker under your dinner 
tray. After emptying it, you 
could go up to the counter 
and collect a pop it.

By Freya and Izzy



Day in the life
(Mr. Downie)

Iin this edition's day in 
the life, we will be 
interviewing Mr. 
Downie. We will be 
telling you what he has 
done when he first 
wakes up to the time 
he goes to bed!

Mr. Downey wakes up 
at 5:45 and then goes 
on a 45 min bike ride 
around his 
neighborhood. For his 
breakfast he normally 
has cereal with blue 
berries and banana and 
of course a cup of tea. 
He normally arrives at 
school at 8:00 but if he 
drops Evelyn (his 
daughter) of he may be 
a little later. When he 
gets to school, he will 
get his flip charts ready 
and put some morning 
work on the 
whiteboard. Mr. 
Downie's favorite 
lessons to teach are PE 
and math's ! For his 
lunch he usually had 
either a sandwich, 
wrap, fruit or leftovers 
from the night before. 
After a long day at 
work, he will go home 
and catch up on TV his 
favorite show is the 
detectorists (comedy.)

More facts about Mr. 
Downie!

Mr. Downie's favorite 
drinks are brew dog beer 
and Tea or coffee. On the 
weekends Mr. Downie 
likes to spend time with 
his daughter and go to the 
Everton matches. Mr. 
Downie really likes to go 
bike riding. He rides up to 
15 miles on his bike ! He 
also really enjoys music on 
vinyl's and likes listening 
to The Stone Roses, Oasis 
and the Arctic Monkeys. 
Mr. Downie likes to wear 
flashy socks , if you 
haven't already seen.

That is Mr. Downie's day in 
the life at school and 
outside of school I hope 
you liked this edition!


